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sAbstract Fix an integral variety X  Pn, P 2 Pn, and an integer k> 0. Let
SðX; P; kÞ be the set of all subsets S  X such that ](S) = k, P 2 ÆSæ and P R ÆS0æ
for any S0 $ S. Here we study SðX; P; kÞ (non-emptiness and dimension) in the
extremal case k= n  dim(X) + 1.
ª 2011 King Saud University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
All rights reserved.Introduction
Let X#Pn be an integral and non-degenerate variety deﬁned over an algebraically
closed ﬁeld K such that charðKÞ ¼ 0. Set m :¼ dim(X). For any P 2 Pn the X-rank
rX(P) of P is the minimal cardinality of a ﬁnite set S  X such that P 2 ÆSæ, where
Æ æ denotes the linear span. In the applications when X is a Veronese embedding of
Pm theX-rank is also called the ‘‘structured rank’’ or ‘‘symmetric tensor rank’’ (this
is related to the virtual array concept considered in sensor array processing [1,6,10]).aud University. Production
.V. All rights reserved.
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2 E. BallicoFor an arbitrary X up to now the only general result is due to Landsberg and
Teitler, who proved the following result [9, Proposition 4.1].
Theorem 1 [9]. Let X  Pn be an integral and non-degenerate m-dimensional
subvariety. Then rX(P) 6 n  m+ 1 for all P 2 Pn.
Theorem 1 is known to be sharp for rational normal curves [9, Theorem 5.1]; [3,
§3, and references therein] and for a few scattered examples (some non-linearly
normal smooth rational curves with a tangent with very high order of contact,
many space curves [11], a degree n+ 1 linearly normal curve with an ordinary
node or an ordinary cusps). But all these examples, except rational normal curves,
have a small set of points with X-rank n  m+ 1. For any X,P any ﬁnite set
S  X computing rX(P) is linearly independent, (i.e. dim(ÆSæ) = ](S)  1) and
P R ÆS0æ for all S0 $ S. Here we consider the cases of S as above with P 2 ÆSæ,
but dropping the assumption ‘‘](S) = rX(P))’’ and see that we obtain in this
way a characterization of certain minimal degree subvarieties. We think that the
sets SðX; P; kÞ may be useful also because to prove if SðX; P; kÞ is empty or
not we do not need to compute rX(P).
Since rX(P) 6 n  m+ 1 by the quoted theorem of Landsberg and Teitler, there
is A  X such that ](A) = rX(P) 6 n  m+ 1, P 2 ÆAæ and P R ÆA0æ for any
A0 $ A. If rX(P) < n  m+ 1, then adding to A any (n  m+ 1  rX(P)) general
points we obtain B  X such that ](B) = n  m+ 1, B is linearly independent and
P 2 ÆBæ. But of course, there are smaller subsets of B spanning P. It is natural to
ask if we may ﬁnd some B (obtained in a different way) with this additional prop-
erty. Our answer is that this is possible for almost all, but not all, pairs (X,P) (see
Theorems 2 and 3). Only part (iii) of Theorem 3 is not a complete and explicit
description. For every integer k> 0 let SðX; P; kÞ be the set of all subsets
S  X such that ](S) = k, P 2 ÆSæ and P R ÆS0æ for any S0 $ S. Take any
S 2 SðX; P; kÞ. The latter condition in the deﬁnition of these sets implies
dim(ÆSæ) = k  1, i.e. S is linearly independent. Thus SðX; P; kÞ ¼ ; for all
kP n+ 2. Obviously SðX; P; kÞ ¼ ; if k< rX(P), and SðX; P; rXðPÞÞ–;. Obvi-
ously SðX; P; nþ 1Þ contains a non-empty open subset of the symmetric product
of n+ 1 copies of X. Thus dimðSðX; P; nþ 1ÞÞ ¼ ðnþ 1Þm and every subset of X
with cardinality n+ 1 is a limit of a family of elements of SðX; P; nþ 1Þ.
To state our results we need to introduce two deﬁnitions and the following
notation.
For any subset U of a projective space Pr such that b :¼ dim(ÆUæ) 6 r  1, let
‘U : P
r n hUi ! Prb1 denote the linear projection from the linear space ÆUæ.
Deﬁnition 1. Let Y  Pr be an integral and non-degenerate subvariety. Set
x :¼ dim(Y). We say that Y belongs to Aðx; rÞ if it has minimal degree (i.e.
deg(Y) = r  x+ 1) and Y belongs to one of the following classes:
Subsets of a projective variety X  Pn spanning a given P 2 Pn 3(a) Y is a (cone over a) rational normal curve and rP 3x  1 + g, where g= 0
if r  x is even and g= 1 if r  x is odd.
(b) (x, r) = (2,5) and Y is the Veronese surface.
In case (a) we allow the case x= 1, i.e. Að1; rÞ; rP 2, is the set of all rational
normal curves of Pr. See [7] for the complete classiﬁcation of all minimal degree
subvarieties of Pr.
We will prove that Y 2 Aðx; rÞ if and only if there is no S  Y such
](S) = r  x+ 2, dim(ÆSæ) = r  x and every proper subset of Y is linearly inde-
pendent (Proposition 4). If we only assume ](S) 6 r  x+ 2, then the rational
normal curve of Pr is the only example (Corollary 1).
Theorem 2. Let X  Pn be an integral and non-degenerate m-dimensional variety.
Fix P 2 Pn n X. Set Y :¼ ‘P(X).
(i) If either n = m+ 1 or deg(Y)P n  m+ 1, then SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ con-
tains an m(n  m)-dimensional family of subsets of X.
(ii) Assume nP m+ 2. We have SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ ¼ ; if and only if
Y 2 Aðm; n 1Þ.
(iii) Let R $ X be any proper closed subset. Fix a general S0  X such that
](S0) = n  m  1. If either n = m+ 1 or nP m+ 2 and
deg(Y)P n  m+ 1, then there is S 2 SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ such that
S \ R= ; and S0  S.
We have deg(X) = a Æ deg(Y), where a :¼ deg(‘PŒX). Since deg(X)P
n  m+ 1, in case (ii) we have aP 2. For strong restrictions on the set of all
P 2 Pn n X such that ‘PŒX has degree >1, see [4].
Deﬁnition 2. Let X  Pn be an integral and non-degenerate m-dimensional
subvariety. Fix P 2 X. We assume that X is not a cone with vertex containing P
and the following holds. Let Y  Pn1 be the closure of ‘P(Xn{P}). Since X is not a
cone with vertex containing P, we have dim(Y) = m. Let a be the degree of the
morphism ‘PŒ(Xn{P})ﬁ Y. We say that ðX;PÞ 2 Bðm; nÞ if a= 1,Y has degree
nm; Y R Aðm; n 1Þ if m 6 n  2 and there is an (n  m  1)-linear subspace
V  Pn such that P 2 V, V \ X has positive dimension and the set-theoretic
intersection V \ (Xn{P})red spans V.
Theorem 3. Let X  Pn be an integral and non-degenerate m-dimensional
variety. Let Y  Pn1 be the closure of ‘P(Xn{P}) in Pn1. Set w: ‘PŒ(Xn{P}).
If X is not a cone with vertex containing P let a be the degree of the morphism w:
Xn{P}ﬁ Y. Let F denotes the set of all lines contained in X and containing P.
4 E. Ballico(i) Assume n = m+ 1. We have SðX ; P ; 2Þ–; if and only if either F–; or
aP 2.
(ii) Assume nP m+ 2 and that X is not a cone with vertex containing P. If aP 2,
then SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ ¼ ; if and only if Y 2 Aðm; n 1Þ. If a = 1 and
deg(Y)P n  m+ 1, then SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ–;.
(iii) Assume nP m+ 2, that X is not a cone with vertex containing P, a = 1 and
deg(Y) = n  m. If Y 2 Aðm; n 1Þ, then SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ ¼ ;. If
SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ–;, then ðX ; PÞ 2 Bðm; nÞ.
(iv) Assume nP m+ 2 and that X is a cone with vertex containing P. Then
SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ ¼ ; if and only if deg(X) = n  m and one of the following
two cases occurs:
(iv1) m= 3 and X is a cone over a Veronese surface;
(iv2) mP 2, X is a cone over a rational normal curve and n 6 3m  6 + g,
where g= 0 if n  m is even and g= 1 if n  m is odd.
Take the set-up of parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3, i.e. assume mP n+ 2,
P 2 X and X not a cone with vertex containing P. Let l be the multiplicity of X
at P. We have deg(Y) = l+ a Æ deg(Y), where l is the multiplicity of l at P.
Thus if we know l we get a very strong restriction for the possible integers
aP 1 and deg(Y)P n  m. If Y 2 Aðm; n 1Þ, then deg(Y) = n  m. Take the
set-up of part (iv) of Theorem 3. The two exceptional cases just mean
Y 2 Aðm 1; n 1Þ.
Part (iii) of Theorem 2 is a mildly interesting base-point-free-theorem for the
family of sets SðX; P; nmþ 1Þ. The same dimensional count which gives the
expected dimension of secant varieties gives the expectation that usually
SðX; P; nmþ 1Þ is very large. The surprising fact is that sometimes
SðX; P; nmþ 1Þ is empty and that all cases in which
SðX; P; nmþ 1Þ ¼ ; may be described in terms of minimal degree subvari-
eties. Fix Q 2 Pn n fPg. Statements like part (iii) of Theorem 2 should be useful
to handle inner projections from P 2 X and the delicate relations between the
sets fS 2 SðX; Q; kÞ : P 2 Sg and SðY; ‘PðQÞ; k 1Þ. For the corresponding
statement for Theorem 3, see Remark 2.
The proofs
rLemma 1. Let Y  P be an integral and non-degenerate subvariety. Set
x :¼ dim(Y) and assume deg(Y)P r  x + 2. Fix any proper closed subset
D $ Y and a general A  YnD such that ](A) = r  x + 1. Let C be the set of all
B  Y such that ](B) = r  x + 2, dim(ÆBæ) = r  x and every proper subset of B
is linearly independent. Then C „ ; and there is B 2 C such that A  B and
B \ D= ;.
Subsets of a projective variety X  Pn spanning a given P 2 Pn 5Proof. By Bertini’s theorem and the linearly general position lemma [2, p. 109] a
general (r  x)-dimensional linear subspaceH of Pr intersects Y in a reduced set of
deg (Y) points in linearly general position in H, i.e. every E ˝ Y \ H spans a linear
subspace of dimension min {r  x,](E)  1}. Since A is chosen general, the same is
true for the (r  x)-dimensional linear space ÆAæ. Since we ﬁx A after ﬁxing D and
dim(D) 6 x  1, we may assume ÆAæ \ D= ;. Since deg(Y) P r  x+ 2, we have
(Y \ ÆAæ)nA „ ;. Fix any O 2 (Y \ ÆAæ)nA. Since {O} [ A is in linearly general
position in ÆAæ, we have {O} [ A 2 C. h
Lemma 2. Let Y  Pr; rP 4, be a non-degenerate and smooth degree r  1 sur-
face. If r = 5, then assume that Y is not the Veronese surface. Then there is
B  Y such that ](B) = r, dim(ÆBæ) = r  2 and dim(ÆB0æ) = ](B0)  1 for every
proper subset B0 of B.
Proof. There is an integer e such that 0 6 e 6 (r  1)/2, e ” r  1 (mod 2) and Y is
isomorphic to the Hirzebruch surface Fe, i.e. to the rational ruled surface with a
section h of the ruling with self-intersection e see [8, V.2.17]. We have
PicðFeÞ ﬃ Z2 and we may take as a basis of Pic(Fe) the section h and a ﬁber f
of the corresponding ruling. Thus h2 = e,h Æ f= 1 and f2 = 0. The embedding
j : Fe,!Pr with Y as its image is given by the complete linear system
j OFeðhþ ððrþ e 1Þ=2ÞfÞ j. Since (r+ e  3)/2P e, the linear system
jOFeðhþ ððrþ e 3Þ=2ÞfÞj is spanned. Thus its general element is a smooth curve
and j maps each smooth element of it into a smooth rational curve D  Y such
that dim(ÆDæ) = r  2 and D is a rational normal curve in ÆDæ [8, V.2.17]. Take
as B any r points of D. h
Lemma 3. Let Y  P5 be a Veronese surface. Fix S  X such that ](S) = 5 and
dim(ÆSæ) 6 3. Then there exists S0  S such that ](S0) = 4 and dim(ÆS0æ) = 2.
Proof. Let j : P2 ! P5 be the Veronese embedding with Y ¼ jðP2Þ. Take A  P2
such that j(A) = S. Thus ](A) = 5. Since dim(ÆSæ) 6 3, we have
h1ðP2; IAð2ÞÞ > 0. There is a line L  P2 such that ](A \ L)P 4 (e.g. use [3,
Lemma 4.6]. Take A0 ˝ A \ L such that ](A0) = 4 and set S0 :¼ j(A0). h
Lemma 4. Let Y  P6, be a three-dimensional cone over a Veronese surface of P5.
Then there is S  Y such that ](S) = 5, dim(ÆSæ) = 3 and each proper subset of S is
linearly independent.
Proof. Let O be the vertex of Y. Fix a hyperplane H  P6 such that O RH. Thus
H \ Y is isomorphic to a Veronese surface. Fix a smooth conic D  Y \ H. LetW
be the quadric cone of hfOg [Di ﬃ P3 with vertex O and D as a basis. Let
S1 Wn{O} be a general subset such that ](S1) = 4. Since S1 is general, it spans
6 E. BallicoÆ{O} [ Dæ and ‘O(S1) are 4 points of S. Set S :¼ Æ{O} [ S1æ. By construction S is
linearly dependent, while S1 is linearly independent. Since any 3 points of D are
linear independent and O R S1 we get dim(Æ{O} [ S2æ= ](S2) for every
S2 $ S1. h
Remark 1. Let Y  Pr be an integral and non-degenerate subvariety. Set k :¼
dim(Y) and assume kP 2. Let H  Pr be a hyperplane such that YH :¼ Y \ H
is integral (e.g. take as H a general hyperplane). Fix an integer y such that
3 6 y 6 r+ 1. Let C(y) (resp. CH(y)) be the set of all B  Y (resp. B  YH) such
that ](S) = y,dim(ÆBæ) = y  2 and every proper subset of B is linearly indepen-
dent. Since YH  Y, we have CH(y) j C(y).
Proposition 1. Fix integers r> xP 2. Let Y  Pr be an x-dimensional cone over
the rational normal curve of Prxþ1. Let C be the set of all S  Y such that
](S) = r  x + 1,dim(ÆSæ) = r  x  1 and dim(ÆS0æ) = ](S0)  1 for all S0 $ S.
Then C „ ; if and only if r 6 3x  2 + g, where g= 0 if r  x is even and g= 1 if
r  x is odd.
Proof. Let V be the vertex of Y. We have dim(V) = x  2P 0. Fix an integer s
such that 0 6 s 6 min{x, r  x+ 1}. Set Cs :¼ {S 2 C:](S \ V) = s}. It is sufﬁ-
cient to check for which pairs (r,x) there is s 2 {0, . . . ,min{x, r  x+ 2}} such
that Cs „ ;. If r  x+ 1 6 x (i.e. if r 6 2x  1), then Crx+1 is deﬁned and non-
empty.
Now assume r= 2x. Fix any O 2 YnV. Since Y contains the (x  1)-
dimensional linear space ÆV [ {O}æ, a general S  ÆV [ {O}æ with cardinality
x+ 1 belongs to Crx. Thus Crx „ ; if r= 2x. Hence from now on we always
assume rP 2x+ 1 and s 6 r  x+ 1. Let M  Pr be a general (r  x+ 1)-
dimensional linear subspace. Since M is general, V \M= ; and C :¼ Y \M is a
rational normal curve. See ‘V as a linear projection from P
r n V onto M. Thus
u :¼ ‘VŒ(YnV):YnVﬁ C is a submersion with as ﬁbers the (x  1)-dimensional
afﬁne spaces u1(Q) = Æ{Q} [ VænV for all Q 2 C. Assume the existence of S 2 Cs
and set {Q1, . . . ,Qh,Qh+1, . . . ,Qh+k} :¼ u(SnS \ V), with h,k non-negative inte-
gers, the sequence {ai :¼ ](u1(Qi) \ S)}16i6h+k non-decreasing and ai = 1 if and
only if h+ 1 6 i 6 h+ k. Notice that
Phþk
i¼1 ai ¼ r xþ 1 s.
Set Mi :¼ Æu1(Qi) \ Sæ and Di :¼Mi \ V. Since rP 2x+ 1, the set S is not
contained in any (x  1)-dimensional projective space ÆV [ u1(Q)æ, Q 2 C. Thus
each set u1(Qi) \ S is a proper subset of S. Thus each set u1(Qi) \ S is linearly
independent. Thus Mi is an (ai  1)-dimensional linear subspace of Æu1(Qi)æ not
contained in the hyperplane V of Æu1(Qi)æ. Thus Di is an (ai  2)-dimensional
linear subspace of V (with Di = ; if and only if h+ 1 6 i 6 h+ k). Set
D0 :¼ ÆS \ Væ. Since s 6 x  1, we have dim(D0) = s  1, with the convention
Subsets of a projective variety X  Pn spanning a given P 2 Pn 7dim(;) = 1. Since dim(ÆSæ) = ](S)  2, the linear subspaces D0,M1,    ,Mh+k
fail to be linearly independent just by 1. Since dim (V) = x  2, we havesþ a1 þ    þ ah 6 xþ h  ð1Þ
where e = 0 if the linear subspaces D0, . . . ,Dh are not linearly independent and
e = 1 otherwise.
(a) Here we assume k= 0, i.e. aiP 2 for all i. Thus s+ a1 +   
+ ah= r  x+ 1. Since aiP 2 for all i 2 {1, . . . ,h}, the maximal value of the
right hand side of (1) with e = 0 (i.e. the maximal value of h) is obtained taking
s= 0, h= x and ai= 2 for all i. Since s+ a1 +   + ah= r  x+ 1, if
r  x+ 1 is odd we also need either sP 1 or aiP 3 for some i. Thus no S with
k= 0 exists if either rP 3x and r  x+ 1 is even or rP 3x  1 and r  x+ 1
is odd. Equivalently, for the existence part with k= 0 it is necessary to assume
r 6 3x  1, because if r= 3x  1, then r  x+ 1 is even.
(b) Here we assume k> 0. Hence S0 :¼ ðS \ V Þ [Shi¼1ðu1ðQiÞ \ SÞ $ S. Thus
dim(ÆS0æ) = ](S0)  1. Hence ÆS0æ is the direct sum of the linear subspaces
D0 and Mi, 1 6 i 6 h, while the sum D0 +   + Dh is a direct sum, i.e. in
(1) we take e= 1. Since C is a rational normal curve of Prxþ1, any
r  x+ 2 of its points are linearly independent. Since
‘V(SnS \ V) = Q1 +   + Qh+k and s+ 2h+ k 6 r  x+ 1, the set
‘V(SnS \ V) = Q1 +   + Qh+k is linearly independent. Hence
Qh+1, . . . ,Qh+k give k independent conditions to the linear system
jID0[D1[[Dhð1Þj. Thus S is linearly independent, contradiction.
(c) Here we assume r 6 3x  2 + g, where g= 0 if r  x is even and g= 1 if
r  x is odd. Here we make a construction which proves the ‘‘if’’ part of
the lemma.(c1) Here we also assume r  x+ 1 even. Fix a linear subspace W ˝ V such
that dim(W) = (r  x+ 1)/2  2.W exists, because r 6 3x  1, i.e. (r 
x+ 1)/2  2 6 x  2. Fix (r  x+ 1)/2 general pointsO1, . . . ,O(rx+1)/2
2W. For each i 2 {1, . . . , (r  x+ 2)/2} take a general line Di  Y con-
tainingOi. Take a general Si  Din{Oi} such that ](Si) = 2. Set S :¼ S1 [
   [ S(rx+1)/2. Since dim(ÆD1 [    [ D(rx+1)/2æ) = (r x+ 1)/2  2 +
(r  x+ 1)/2 = ](S)  2 and each Si is general in Di, we get S 2 C0.
(c2) Now assume r  x+ 1 odd. Hence rP x+ 2. Fix a linear subspace
W ˝ V such that dim(W) = (r  x)/2  1. W exists, because r 6 3x  2,
i.e. (r  x)/2  1 6 x  2. Fix (r  x)/2 + 1 general points O0,O1, . . . ,
O(rx)/2 2W. For each i 2 {1, . . . , (r  x)/2} take a general line Di  Y
containing Oi. Take a general Si  Din {Oi}such that ](Si) = 2. Set
S :¼ {O0} [ S1 [ Æ [ S(rx)/2. Since O0 is general in W and each Si is
general in Di, we get S 2 C1. This construction proves the ‘‘if’’ part of the
lemma. h
8 E. BallicoProposition 2. Fix integers r> xP 2 and y 2 {r  x, r  x + 2}. Let Y  Pr be an
x-dimensional cone over the rational normal curve of Prxþ1. Let C(y) be the set of
all S  Y such that ](S) = y,dim(ÆSæ) = y  2 and dim(ÆS0æ) = ](S0)  1 for all
S0 $ S. Then C(y) „ ; if and only if y 6 2x  2 + g, where g= 0 if r  x is even
and g= 1 if r  x is odd.
Proof. We modify the proof of Proposition 1 in the following way. We have
r  x ” y (mod 2). For the non-existence part we use (1) with
e :¼ r  x+ 1  y+ a and a= 0 if the linear subspaces D0,D1, . . . ,Dh are line-
arly dependent, a= 1 otherwise. For the existence part we take s= 0 if r  x is
even and s= 1 if r  x is odd. If r  x is even, then we take W ˝ V such that
dim(W) = y/2  2. Hence we need y/2  2 6 x  2. We take y/2 general points
Oi 2W, 1 6 i 6 y/2 + 2. If r  x is odd we take W ˝ V such that
dim(W) = (y+ 1)/2  2. Hence we need (y+ 1)/2  2 6 x  2. We take
(y  1)/2 + 1 general points Oi 2W, 0 6 i 6 (y  1)/2. We use step (c) of the
proof of Proposition 1 with these new data. h
Proposition 3. Let Y  Pr be an integral and non-degenerate subvariety such that
deg(Y) = r  x + 1, where x :¼ dim(Y). There is no S  Y such that
](S) = r  x + 1, dim(ÆSæ) = r  x  1, and every proper subset of S is linearly
independent if and only if Y is in the following list:
(i) x = r  1, i.e. Y is a quadric hypersurface;
(ii) x = 1, i.e. Y is a rational normal curve;
(iii) xP 2, Y is a cone over a rational normal curve and rP 3x  1 + g, where
g= 0 if r  x is even and g= 1 if r  x is odd.
Proof. Any two points of Pr are linearly independent. Thus S does not exists if
r  x+ 1= 2, i.e. if Y is a quadric hypersurface. If Y is a rational normal curve,
then every subset of it with cardinality 6deg(Y) + 1 is linearly independent. Prop-
osition 1 gives that the one listed in (iii) are exactly the cones over a rational nor-
mal curve with no S as in the statement. Hence the ‘‘if’’ part is true.
Now we check the ‘‘only if’’ part. Thus we may assume rP x+ 2 and that Y is
not a cone over a rational normal curve. First assume x= 2 and Y smooth. If Y is
a Veronese surface (and hence (r,x) = (5,2)), then it is sufﬁcient to take 4 points in
a conic C  Y. Now assume that Y is a Hirzebruch surface. There is an integer e
such that 0 6 e 6 (r  1)/2, e ” r  1 (mod 2) and Y is isomorphic to the
Hirzebruch surface Fe, i.e. to the rational ruled surface with a section h of the
ruling with self-intersection e (see [8, V.2.17]). We have PicðFeÞ ﬃ Z2 and we
may take as a basis of Pic(Fe) the section h and a ﬁber f of the corresponding
ruling. Thus h2 = e,h Æ f= 1 and f2 = 0. First assume rP e+ 5, i.e (r+ e  5)/
2P e. The embedding j : Fe,!Pr with Y as its image is given by the complete
Subsets of a projective variety X  Pn spanning a given P 2 Pn 9linear system jOFeðhþ ððrþ e 1Þ=2ÞfÞj. Since (r+ e  5)/2P e, the linear
system jOFeðhþ ððrþ e 5Þ=2ÞfÞj is spanned. Thus its general element is a smooth
curve and j maps each smooth element of it into a smooth rational curve D  Y
such that dim(ÆDæ) = r  3 and D is a rational normal curve in ÆDæ [8, V.2.17].
Take as B any r  1 points of D. Now assume r 6 e+ 4. Since rP x+ 2= 4,
1 6 e 6 (r  1)/2 and e ” r  1 (mod 2) we get (r,e) 2 {(4,1), (5,0), (5,2)}.
If (r,e) = (4,1), then take as S any 3 points of a line of the ruling of Y.
If (r, s) = (5,0), then use that j(h) is a smooth conic, because (h+ 2f) Æ h= 2;
take 4 points of j(h).
Now assume (r,e) = (5,2); j(h) is a line; take any F 2 ŒfŒ; j(h [ F) is a reducible
conic and we may take as S the union of two points of j(h)nj(h \ F) and two points
of j(h)nj(h \ F).
Now assume xP 3. Let M  Pr be a general linear subspace of codimension
x  2. Since Y is not a cone over a rational normal curve, the scheme Y \ V is a
smooth minimal degree surface of V. Apply what we just proved for the case
x= 2 to Y \ V and then apply (x  2) times Remark 1. h
Proposition 4. Fix integers r> xP 2. Let Y  Pr be an integral and non-degener-
ate x-dimensional subvariety such that deg(Y) = r  x + 1. Let C be the set of all
S  Y such that ](S) = r  x + 2, dim(ÆSæ) = r  x, and dim(ÆS0æ) = ](S0)  1
for all S0 $ S. Then C= ; if and only if either Y is a Veronese surface or Y is a cone
over a rational normal curve and r 6 3x  4 + g, where g= 0 if r  x is even and
g= 1 if r  x is odd.
Proof. IfY is a cone over a rational normal curve, thenweuse the case y= r  x+ 2
of Proposition 2. IfY is a Veronese surface, then we use Lemma 3. If xP 3 andY is a
cone over a Veronese surface, then we use Lemma 4. In all other cases a general two-
dimensional linear section Y1 of Y is a minimal degree smooth Hirzebruch surface.
Apply Lemma 2 to Y1 and then apply (x  2) times Remark 1. h
Corollary 1. Let Y  Pr be an integral and non-degenerate subvariety. Set
x :¼ dim(Y). There is no S  Y such that ](S) 6 r  x + 2 and S is linearly depen-
dent if and only if Y is a rational normal curve.
Proof. Assume that there is no S  Y such that ](S) 6 r  x+ 2 and linearly
dependent. Lemma 1 gives deg(Y) = r  x+ 1. Since any 3 points on a line are
linearly dependent, Y cannot contain a line. Thus the list of all minimal degree
subvarieties [7] gives that either Y is a rational normal curve or (x, r) = (2,5)
and Y is a Veronese surface. Let Y be a Veronese surface. There is a smooth conic
C  P2. Any 4 points of C are linearly dependent. Any r+ 1 points of a rational
normal curve of Pr are linearly independent. h
10 E. BallicoLemma 5. Let X  Pn be an integral and non-degenerate m-dimensional variety. Fix
P 2 Pn n X. Let V  Pn be a general (n  m)-dimensional linear subspace passing
through P. Then the scheme V \ X is a reduced union of deg(X) points and
V \ X spans V.
Proof. Since P R V, Bertini’s theorem gives that V \ X is a reduced set of deg(X)
points. To see the last assertion we use induction on m. Let H  Pn be a general
hyperplane containing P. Look at the exact sequence of coherent sheaves on Pn:0! IX ! IXð1Þ ! IX\Hð1Þ ! 0 ð2Þ
Since X is integral, we have h0ðX; OXÞ ¼ 1. Thus h1ðIXÞ ¼ 0. From (2) we get that
H is spanned by the scheme X \ H. If m= 1, then we are done, because in this
case H= V. Now assume mP 2 and that the lemma is true for (m  1)-dimen-
sional subvarieties of Pn1. Bertini’s theorem gives that X \ H is integral. The
inductive assumption gives that X \ V= (X \ H) \ V spans V. h
The proof of Theorem 2 (resp. Theorem 3) is divided into two steps, called (a)
and (b) (resp. six steps called (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f)). These steps concern pairs
(X,P) for which the description of the sets SðX; P; nmþ 1Þ is different. When
SðX; P; nmþ 1Þ–; the step of the proof corresponding to the pair (X,P) gives
a more detailed description and/or construction of the set SðX; P; nmþ 1Þ than
the one claimed in the statement of Theorems 2 and 3.
Proof of Theorem 2. If m= n  1, then the result is obvious (even part (iiii)),
because (in characteristic zero) a general line through any P R X intersects the
hypersurface X in deg(X)P 2 points. Hence we may assume nP m+ 2. Since
P R X,/ :¼ ‘PŒX is a morphism. Since P R X, no line through P is contained in X.
Thus / is a ﬁnite morphism. Set a :¼ deg(/).
(a) Here we assume deg(Y)P n  m+ 1 and prove parts (i) and (iii) in this case.
Let W be a general linear subspace of Pn1 with codimension m. Hence the
scheme Y \W is reduced and ](Y \W) = deg(Y)P n  m+ 1. In the set-
up of (iii) we have ‘P(R) \W= ;. Since W is general and we work in char-
acteristic zero, the set Y \W is in linearly general position in W, i.e. any
B ˝ Y \W spans a linear subspace of dimension min{dim(W),](B)  1} [2,
p. 109]. Since ](Y \W)P dim(W) + 2, there is B ˝ Y \W such that
](B) = dim(W) + 2. Since B is in linearly general position in W, we have
W= ÆB0æ for every subset B0 of B such that ](B0) = ](B)  1. Let V be the
only codimension m linear subspace of Pn such that P 2 V and
‘P(Vn{P}) =W. Since W is general, V may be considered as a general codi-
mension m linear subspace of Pn passing through P. Since P R X, Lemma 5
gives that X \ V is a reduced set of deg(X) points and ÆV \ Xæ= V. In the
set-up of (iii) we have V \ R= ;. Take S ˝ X \ V such that
Subsets of a projective variety X  Pn spanning a given P 2 Pn 11](S) = n  m+ 1,V= ÆSæ and /ŒS is injective. Since ÆSæ= V, we have
P 2 ÆSæ. Fix any S0 $ S. Since /ŒS0 is injective and /(S0) is linearly indepen-
dent, P R ÆS0æ. Thus S 2 SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ.
(b) Now assume deg(Y) = n  m. Since deg(X)P n  m+ 1 and P R X, we get
aP 2. Assume the existence of S 2 SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ. Since nP m+ 2, we
have n  m+ 1P 3. Thus the deﬁnition of SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ shows that P
is not contained in a line spanned by two of the points of S. Thus ](/
(S)) = n  m+ 1. Since P 2 ÆSæ, dim(Æ/(S)æ) = dim(ÆSæ)  1 = ](/
(S))  2. Hence /(S) is not linearly independent. Since P R ÆS0æ for any
S0 $ S, each proper subset of ‘P(S) is linearly independent. Proposition 4
gives Y R Aðm; n 1Þ. Now assume Y R Aðm; n 1Þ. Let R1  Y be the
union of /(R) and all points Q of Y such that /1(Q)red is a unique point.
Fix a general B0  YnR1 such that ](B0) = n  m. Proposition 4 gives the
existence of B  Y such that B \ R1 = ;,B0  B,](B) = n  m+ 1,
dim(ÆBæ) = n  m+ 1 and every proper subset of B is linearly independent.
Set {O} :¼ BnB0. Take A0  X such that ](A0) = n  m and /(A0) = B0. Since
B0 is general in Y,A0 may be seen as a general union of n  m points of X.
Take O1,O2 2 /1(O). We will check that at least one of the sets A0 [ {O1}
and A0 [ {Oi} belongs to SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ. Since B is linearly dependent
and ‘P(A
0 [ {Oi}) = B, each set A0 [ {Oi,P} is linearly dependent. Since A0
is linearly independent, we get that A0 [ fOig R SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ if and only
if Oi 2 ÆA0æ. Assume Oi 2 ÆA0æ for all i 2 {1,2}. Thus Æ{O1,O2}æ ˝ ÆA0æ. Since
‘P(O1) = ‘P(O2) and O1 „ O2, we have P 2 Æ{O1,O2}æ. Thus ‘P(A0) is linearly
dependent, contradiction. h
Proof of Theorem 3. Fix a hyperplane H  Pn such that P R H. We see ‘P as a lin-
ear projection ontoH. Thus we see Y as an integral and non-degenerate subvariety
of H. If X is a cone with vertex containing P, then dim(Y) = m  1. If X is not a
cone with vertex containing P, then dim(Y) = m and w is generically ﬁnite. If X is
not a cone we call l the multiplicity of X at P. We have aP 1,lP 1 and
deg(X) = l+ a Æ deg(Y). We divide the proof into six steps (a)–(f). In step (a)
we prove the case n= m+ 1, while in the other steps we assume nP m+ 2.
In step (b) we prove that SðX; P; nmþ 1Þ ¼ ; in all cases listed in parts (ii)–
(iv) of Theorem 3. In step (f) we handle the case in which X is a cone with vertex
containing P, while in steps (c)–(e) we assume that X is not a cone with vertex con-
taining P; in step (c) we describe the case aP 2, while in steps (d) and (e) we
describe the case a= 1.
(a) Here we assume n= m+ 1.Hence we are looking at pairs of distinct points of
Xn{P} spanning a line containing P. For any D 2 F any two points of Dn{P}
give an element of SðX ; P ; 2Þ. Call SðX ; P ; 2Þ0 the subset of SðX ; P ; 2Þ formed
by the sets spanning a line not contained inX. Obviously SðX ; P ; 2Þ0 ¼ ; ifX is
a cone with vertex containing P. Now assume that X is not a cone with vertex
12 E. Ballicocontaining P. Bezout’s theorem gives SðX ; P ; 2Þ0 ¼ ; if a= 1. If aP 2, then
for a general line T  Pn through P there is S 2 SðX ; P ; 2Þ0 contained in T.
Thus dimðSðX ; 2; P Þ0ÞP n 1 ¼ m and there is S 2 SðX ; P ; 2Þ0 such that
S \ R= ; and containing a general point of X.
(b) From now on we assume nP m+ 2. We have dim(Y) = m  1 (resp.
dim(Y) = m) if X is (resp. is not) a cone with vertex containing P. Assume
SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ–; and ﬁx S 2 SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ. Thus S is linearly inde-
pendent, P 2 ÆSæ and P R ÆS0æ for any S0 $ S. Taking ](S0) = 1 we get P R S.
Since n  m+ 1P 3 and P R ÆS0æ for all S0  S such that ](S0) = 2, we get
that no line spanned by two of the points of S contains P. Thus
](‘P(S)) = ](S) = n  m+ 1. Since S is linearly independent and P 2 ÆSæ,
we get dim(Æ‘P(S)æ) = n  m  1. Since P R ÆS0æ for any S0 $ S, any proper
subset of ‘P(S) is linearly independent. Thus Y R Aðm; n 1Þ if dim(Y) = m,
while Y is not as in (iv1) or (iv2) of the statement of Theorem 3 if
dim(Y) = m  1 (Proposition 4 with x :¼ m  1). Thus we proved that
SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ ¼ ; in all cases claimed in the statement of Theorem 3.
(c) Here we assume that X is not a cone with vertex containing P and aP 2. Our
standing assumptions say nP m+ 2 and Y R Aðm; n 1Þ. Let R2  Y be any
ﬁnite union of proper subvarieties such that ](w1(Q)) = a for all Q 2 YnR2.
Fix a general A0  X such that ](A0) = n  m. Since A0 is general, we have
P R ÆA0æ,w(A0)  YnR2,](w(A0)) = n  m and w (A0) is general in Y. Since
Y R Aðm; n 1Þ, there is B  Y such that ](B) = n  m+ 1,
B \ R2 = ;,dim(ÆBæ) = n  m  1 and every proper subset ofB is linearly inde-
pendent. Set {O} :¼ Bnw(A0). Since O R R2, we may ﬁnd O1,O2 2 Xn{P} such
that w(Oi) = O, i= 1,2, andO1 „ O2. Step (b) of the proof of Theorem 2 gives
that at least one of the sets A0 [ {Oi}, i= 1,2, belongs to SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ.
(d) Here we assume that X is not a cone with vertex containing P, a= 1 and
deg(Y)P n  m+ 1. Thus dim(Y) = m and deg(X) = l+ deg(Y). Let
R1 $ Y be any proper closed subset such that wŒ(Xn({P} [ w 1(R1))) is a
bijection over YnR1. Let V  Pn be a general (n  m)-dimensional linear
subspace containing P. Since V is general and dim(R1) 6 m  1,
(Vn{P}) \ w1(R1) = ;. Thus the scheme V \ X is a disjoint union of a con-
nected degree l scheme VP with P as its support and the union E of deg (Y)
points such that w(E) = Y \W. Since Y \W is in linearly general position in
W and w is induced by ‘P, any S0  E such that ] (S0) 6 n  m is linearly inde-
pendent and P R Æ S0æ. Fix one such S0. Since deg(Y)P n  m+ 1, there is
Q 2 Y \Wnw(S0). Take O 2 V \ Xn{P} such that w(O) = Q. Since
w(S0 [ {O}) is linearly dependent and ‘P(O) R ‘P(S0), we get that either
P 2 Æ S0 [ {O}æ or O 2 ÆS0æ. Since any proper subsets of w(A) [ {Q} is linearly
independent, in the former case we get S 0 [ fOg 2 SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ. Now
assume O 2 ÆS0æ. Since W is general, S0 may be sees as a general subset of
X with cardinality n  m. Hence ÆS0æ \ X= S0 [5, Proposition 2.6], con-
tradicting the assumption O 2 ÆS0æ.
Subsets of a projective variety X  Pn spanning a given P 2 Pn 13(e) Assume that X is not a cone with vertex containing P,
a= 1,deg(Y) = n  m. By part (b) we may assume Y R Aðm; n 1Þ. Assume
SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ–; and ﬁx S 2 SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ. If ÆSæ \ X has a con-
nected component supported by Q, then this component has degree at least
l. Since deg(X) = l+ n  m, ](S) = n  m+ 1 and P R S, Bezout’s theo-
rem shows that the scheme V \ ÆSæ has positive dimension. Hence
ðX ; PÞ 2 Bðm; nÞ.
(f) Here we assume that X is a cone with vertex containing P. In this case
Y= X \ H is a basis of the cone X and deg(X) = deg(Y). By part (b) we
may assume that Y R Aðm 1; n 1Þ. Since a general ﬁber of w contains
at least two points, the proof of step (c) gives the non-emptiness of
SðX ; P ; n mþ 1Þ. h
Remark 2. Take the set-up of Theorem 3. Fix any proper closed subset R $ X and
a general A  X such that ](A) = n  m. First assume n= m+ 1. In step (a) of
the proof of Theorem 3 we proved that if aP 2 there is S 2 SðX; P; 2Þ containing
the point A and disjoint from R. Now assume nP m+ 2 and
deg(X)P n  m+ 1. In steps (c) and (d) of the proof of Theorem 3 we obtained
dimðSðX; P; nmþ 1ÞÞP mðnmÞ and the existence S 2 SðX; P; nmþ 1Þ
such that S \ R= ; and A  S. The condition S \ R= ; (for arbitrary R) is
not satisﬁed in the case n= m+ 1 and a= 1, unless X is a cone with vertex con-
taining P.Acknowledgement
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